Residential Pool Series

Attainable At-Home Luxury

Stunning stainless steel has never been more
within reach than with the Bradford MPool.
This innovative inground pool design has finally
made luxurious stainless steel affordable within
most residential pool budgets.

The MPool is fully prefabricated in our factory
and delivered to your home ready to install.
The MPool is designed with many of the same
components and features as our commercial
pools, s o you know they will last a lifetime.

MPools offer a wide array of features and
options to suit your vision. They are handmade
from stress-free stainless steel for decades
of enjoyment. Select from a variety of sizes
and designs to make your Bradford MPool
one-of-a-kind.

Bradford MPools are constructed of f ully
welded marine-grade stainless steel and
finished w
 ith a sleek, buffed surface.
The MPool takes a fraction of the time to install
versus a traditional concrete/shotcrete/gunite
pool. This significant savings in installation time
not only means you’ll be swimming sooner, but
also puts the overall pool budget on par with
traditional pool construction methods.

MPool perimeter overflow creates a timeless and sophisticated architectural detail.
Dimple steps provide a safe, non-slip surface.

The MPool is available with a traditional
skimmer and freeboard design, as seen here.
The full-perimeter overflow design (shown left & top)
creates a seamless transition from the deck to the water
surface. This unique feature is an industry first for prefabricated
residential in-ground pools, and only available from Bradford.

Bradford’s stainless steel pools deliver first class
durability, longevity, and corrosion resistance,
while offering less maintenance and repairs than
traditional concrete, shotcrete o
 r gunite pools.
Stainless steel also features an impressive
strength-to-weight ratio, further reducing
construction costs and installation time. 
When properly maintained, Bradford stainless 
steel pools will never delaminate, crack, peel,
discolor, leak or require renewing finishes.
Backed by our 25-year warranty, the stainless 
steel MPool gives homeowners an exceptional
home aquatic experience and well-deserved
peace-of-mind.
Lengths: 20’ • 25’ • 30’ • 35’ • 40’

MPools are 4’-6” constant water depth, with fullwidth dimpled entry steps as standard features.
Options:
Bench Seat (below left).
Baja Sun-Deck (below right).
Automatic Cover (not shown).
Perimeter Overflow (previous pages).

				
Since 1982,
Bradford Products has been the premier manufacturer of the
world’s finest stainless steel pools, spas and water features.
Bradford’s luxury creations are the centerpiece of hotels,
residences and commercial facilities around the world.

www.BradfordHome.com

